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Single Basin Washing Machine Without Dryer  

 

We supply single basin washing machine without 

dryer. Cixi sandie was set up in 2001, was devoted 

ourselves to make washing machine for many 

years,covering many countries. We are expecting 

become your long term business partner in 

china...... 

 

 

 

Product Description 

Buy Single Basin Washing Machine Without Dryer which Can be Customized From 

Our Factory Called cnsandie 

We make single basin washing machine without dryer.The machine was created by a 

professional design team.We constantly discover new self. Sandie products are exported 

to more than 150 countries and regions around the world, very convenient to use. 

With a complete scientific quality management system, good quality and good faith, we 

win good reputation and occupied this field for High definition China OEM Single Basin 

Washing Machine Without Dryer, Living by good quality, improvement by credit score is 

our eternal pursuit, We firmly feel that soon after your take a look at we will become 

long-term associates. 

 

High definition China Cheap Washing Machine and Best Washing Machine price, Our 

production have been exported to more than 30 countries and regions as first hand source 

with lowest price. We sincerely welcome customers from both at home and abroad to 

come to negotiate business with us. 

 

Product Parameter (Specification) 

Wash capacity: 5kg 

Power:200w 

Product size: 430*400*690mm 

Packing size: 470*420*720mm 

N. W./G.W.:8.5/9.5kg 

QTY/40HQ:495pcs 

  

Product Feature And Application 

The single basin washing machine with dryer    

The skin is getting worse. It could be bacteria. 

Health problems should not be ignored. Multiple use of one machine can easily cause 

cross-infection of bacteria. Separate washing starts from  now on. 
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Space saving 

Tempered glass cover 

Button easy operation 

10minuntes quick wash 5 minutes quick spin 

Clear adjustment panel 

Spiral wave wheel 

Quiet and low noise 

Light weight and convenient to carry 

 

Deliver,Shipping And Serving 

By sea, by air 30days after the deposit 

 

 

FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 
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*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 

 

 


